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June 2, 2022

Los Angeles City Council 
do Office of the City Clerk 
City Hall, Room 395 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Attention: PLUM Committee

Dear Honorable Members:

REPORT ON EFFORTS RELATIVE TO STREAMLINING CITY PROCESSES AFFECTING 
THE FOOD AND BEVERAGE INDUSTRY; CF 20-0499

Introduction

On January 12, 2021, the City Council instructed the Department of City Planning (City 
Planning) to evaluate and report on changes to streamline City processes affecting the Food 
and Beverage Industry (Council File 20-0499). This report will consider and discuss nine items 
outlined in a report generated by the Food and Beverage Working Group of the Economic and 
Workforce Development Department (EWDD) and evaluate each for consistency with 
established City ordinances and feasibility for potential change and implementation. To maintain 
consistency, the letters assigned to each item in this report correspond with the letters used for 
each item identified in the EWDD report.

Factors such as potential change implications, current and future work programs, and existing 
department protocols were considered when considering each item. For ease of reference, the 
following three categories have been established by which to organize City Planning’s 
response:

Items recommended for adoption or continuation

Items being addressed by other motions and proposed 
ordinances

Category 1.

Category 2.

Items recommended to maintain current protocol and 
standards

Category 3.
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Discussion

Category 1 - Items recommended for adoption or continuation

a. Consider continuing to offer applicants the drop-off option for entitlement case filing at the 
Development Services Center, post COVID-19 emergency operations process.

Prior to the establishment of a drop-off option for entitlement case filing due to COVID-19 
emergency operations, applicants scheduled in-person appointments with City Planning to file 
entitlements at the Development Services Center (DSC). This required applicants to be 
physically present when filing for an entitlement. Under normal circumstances, applicants 
typically required multiple meetings with a DSC planner to become familiar with the items 
necessary to ensure a complete filing. This made visiting the DSC a necessity for applicants to 
acquire information and ask questions pertaining to City processes and requirements for filing 
entitlements.

In response to the Mayor’s directives to help slow the spread of COVID-19, City Planning 
established drop-off areas at all DSC locations. This effort is in coordination with the Los 
Angeles Department of Building and Safety (LADBS). This option allows applicants to 
coordinate with City departments without having to be physically present. Applicants wanting to 
better understand City processes or having general inquiries better posed in person now also 
have the option for video or telephone conferences that can be scheduled online.

City Planning intends to maintain a limited drop-off option beyond the local emergency. Most 
entitlement applications, entitlement condition clearances and plans requiring a restamp will 
continue to be accepted. However, many applications and services have moved to be fully 
online where applicants use the Department’s Online Application System (OAS) in lieu of the 
drop box or an in-person appointment at the Development Services Center. Fully online 
services include Restaurant Beverage Program applications, Redevelopment Plan Unit 
clearances, Wireless clearances and pre-application reviews for affordable housing projects. 
The Department is actively working to expand the system to capture more services and 
application types. Offering three pathways for entitlement services (in-person appointments, 
DSC drop box, and OAS) has expanded the capacity of the Department’s Development 
Services Center and provides options for applicants to select the mode that is most suited to 
their situation. Additionally, City Planning staff are able to use virtual technology, such as video 
conferencing, to communicate and correct any deficiencies in drop-off filings.

g. Consider continuing to allow sales of alcoholic beverages for off-site consumption, as tong as 
the State continues to allow sales for offsite consumption.

On March 23, 2020, Mayor Eric Garcetti issued a public order under the City of Los Angeles’s 
Emergency Authority to modify City regulations governing the sale of alcoholic beverages. The 
modified regulations allow:

• restaurants and bars that prepare and serve food for off-site consumption to sell 
alcoholic beverages together with food for delivery and take-out; and •

• sales by retail stores of alcoholic beverages for off-site consumption, including deliveries 
and extended sales hours, from 6 a.m. to 2 a.m. daily.



This public order allows alcoholic beverages to be sold in sealed containers where the seal 
must be broken or removed for consumption. This order does not suspend or waive any 
regulations by the State of California nor the Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control (ABC). 
All regulations governing the consumption of alcohol in public, possession of an alcoholic 
beverage, and public intoxication are still fully enforced. It is important to note that ABC remains 
responsible for establishing and enforcing alcohol sales and distribution. As such, ABC took 
steps to provide regulatory relief by allowing operators with specified on-site licenses to also sell 
alcoholic beverages for off-site consumption with certain limitations, such as requiring that signs 
must be posted putting patrons on notice of the limitations regarding container laws. At the local 
level, the Mayor’s public order further reinforced implementation of ABC’s regulatory relief by 
requiring that off-site sales coincided with meals prepared for pick-up and delivery.

The Mayor’s public order modifying City regulations governing the sale of alcoholic beverages is 
currently in effect until the end of the local emergency period. While this public order provides 
existing alcohol-serving establishments the temporary ability to deliver alcohol and conduct 
sales from 6 a.m. to 2 a.m., it does not permanently modify existing Conditional Use Beverage 
(CUB) entitlements that have been granted to these businesses by City Planning. In other 
words, businesses seeking to temporarily expand alcohol sales under this public order are not 
required to request additional approval from City Planning because the Mayor’s order 
temporarily overrides existing entitlements granted under the Zoning Code. Once the public 
order is lifted, existing grants approved through a CUB for the sale and consumption of alcohol 
will continue to be in effect, but without the overriding privileges, as will the specific conditions of 
approval that were imposed for each establishment.

In addition, at the State level, SB 389 was recently signed into law by the Governor. SB 389 
authorizes the holder of an on-sale license for a bona fide public eating place that has off-sale 
privileges, or a licensed beer manufacturer, licensed wine manufacturer, or licensed craft 
distiller that operates a bona fide public eating place at its premises of production, to exercise 
additional off-sale rights and privileges, subject to specified requirements, until December 31, 
2026. It also authorizes ABC to place conditions on a license prohibiting or restricting the 
licensee’s rights granted under the bill. City Planning will abide by the regulations as set forth by 
the Mayor’s emergency order, ABC’s regulations, and any subsequent State legislation that is 
pertinent to sale of alcohol for off-site consumption as it relates to land use at the local level.
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Category 2 - Items being addressed by other motions and proposed ordinances

e. Consider the effectiveness and constraints of the suspension of minimum parking 
requirements for Food Service Establishments during a local emergency as referenced in Article 
6 of the LAMC, in line with current code amendment efforts.

According to current Zoning Code parking requirements, a restaurant, bar, or nightclub must 
provide parking at a ratio of one parking space for every 100 square feet of floor area. A smaller 
restaurant or cafe (1,000 square feet or less) must provide parking at a ratio of one parking 
space for every 200 square feet of floor area, and a take-out restaurant with no seating must 
provide parking at a ratio of one parking space for every 250 square feet of floor area. 
Enforcement of these parking requirements can impede the Food and Beverage Industry’s 
ability to adapt to outdoor operations when indoor operations are deemed unsafe, such as by 
converting a parking lot into space for outdoor eating. Under normal Zoning Code provisions, 
the operator would be required to replace the parking spaces that were lost through the 
conversion. Suspending these minimum parking requirements would help support business
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operators in their recovery efforts by enabling outdoor dining opportunities and more options for 
usable areas while not mandating additional parking. To that end, the recently adopted Local 
Emergency Ordinance (Ord. No. 187096) has amended the Zoning Code (LAMC Section 
16.02.1) to provide regulatory relief from automobile parking requirements. This Ordinance 
provides business owners with the flexibility to adapt their operations during and after a 
designated local emergency when creating new or expanded outdoor dining areas. The 
following is a summary of the regulatory relief found in the Local Emergency Ordinance relative 
to parking requirements during the 12 months after the expiration or termination date of a 
relevant emergency declaration for eligible establishments:

• New or expanded Outdoor Eating Areas shall, on a temporary basis, not require any 
automobile parking, and the maintenance of existing automobile parking shall not be 
required for any portion of a parking lot utilized for an approved Outdoor Eating Area if 
the establishment has existing indoor seating for on-premises dining.

• Applicants proposing a change of use during the local emergency period will not have to 
show proof that they meet minimum parking requirements by more than what existed 
before the proposed change of use. An eligible applicant must comply with the following 
requirements:

The change of use is limited to a nonresidential use allowable pursuant to the 
zoning applicable to the property’s location;

The building where the change of use is occurring has a valid certificate of 
occupancy, temporary certificate of occupancy, or a building permit if the building 
predates the certificate of occupancy requirement issued prior to the declaration 
of the local emergency;

The automobile parking relief only applies to the first 5,000 square feet of Floor 
Area for any tenant space. Any Floor Area in excess of 5,000 square feet shall 
conform to the standard automobile parking requirements in the LAMC;

Any additions to the applicable tenant space building occurring during the 
invocation of this section by City Council resolution, and which result in an 
increase of Floor Area are limited to the area within the existing walls and 
existing roofline of the building, and automobile parking shall only be required for 
the addition if the cumulative Floor Area within the tenant space including the 
new Floor Area of the addition exceeds the 5,000 square foot limit (described in 
previous bullet point). If the cumulative total of Floor Area within the tenant space 
exceeds 5,000 square feet, automobile parking shall be provided for the entire 
addition;

Any additions to the building occurring during a local emergency that results in an 
increase of Floor Area are limited to the area within the existing walls and 
existing roofline of the building, and do not include any outdoor space; and

There cannot be a net loss of guest rooms and/or dwelling units resulting from 
the change of use.

o

o

o

o



f. Consider suspending both the enforcement and implementation of any parking related 
conditions in CUB entitlements (i.e. off-site leases, valet service, etc.).

CUB entitlements often include conditions of approval related to off-site parking and valet 
service if the applicant is unable to provide the required amount of parking on-site. An example 
of an off-site parking condition can include requiring an applicant to lease parking from a nearby 
property owner with an excess of parking, with the leased parking spaces to be set-aside to 
meet the subject property’s parking requirements. To prove compliance with this type of parking 
condition, an applicant would have to get a nearby property owner to sign a covenant and 
agreement related to this condition of approval that would bind that property owner to providing 
the excess parking space(s) for the applicant’s property. This process of obtaining a signed and 
notarized covenant from a neighboring property owner with extra parking to be included as 
evidence in their planning case file can be difficult for an applicant, particularly during a local 
emergency when operating conditions may be constantly changing.

As a result, the recently adopted Local Emergency Ordinance provides regulatory relief by 
suspending enforcement of any condition of approval that requires valet service or off-site 
parking for all types of Conditional Use Permits (CUPs), including CUBs, during the effective 
period of the ordinance. This relief will help provide greater flexibility for business operators 
when adapting to a local emergency by allowing land set aside for parking to be used to adapt 
operations outdoors. The temporary suspension of enforcement of these types of parking- 
related conditions will also help applicants during the effectuation phase of their entitlement by 
reducing the number of conditions of approval for which they have to show proof of compliance. 
This temporary suspension lasts for 12 months after the expiration of the local emergency, or 
potentially up to a total of 36 months past its expiration date, if by Resolution the City Council 
chose to extend the Local Emergency Ordinance regulations. This means that any condition of 
approval requiring valet service or off-site parking will not be enforced for as long as the local 
emergency is active.
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h. Consider the necessity and/or benefits of extending all expiring conditional use permits for a 
period of up to 36 months after the expiration of the Coronavirus COVID-19 Emergency 
Declaration, unless there is an active revocation proceeding relative to the operation.

A local emergency can greatly impact an applicant’s ability to process entitlements and 
clearances with City Planning. Under normal circumstances, a recently approved CUP can 
require multiple meetings with Department staff to review specific conditions of approval and to 
coordinate requirements from other departments. This requires City Planning staff to be 
available for inquiries and issues that may arise during the condition clearance review phase. 
However, City services may be interrupted or limited during a local emergency, leading to 
delays and difficulties in getting conditions cleared and entitlements effectuated. To that end, 
the Local Emergency Ordinance extends this time requirement to provide relief for applicants 
needing to effectuate their entitlements during a local emergency. This relief also applies to 
term-limited CUPs, which typically have a condition of approval that expires the original 
approval and requires reapplication for continued use.
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The Local Emergency Ordinance will extend the time needed for compliance with most 
Conditional Use Permits that are approved or valid during its activation. For conditional uses 
and quasi-judicial approvals listed in Section 12.24 of the LAMC, that are valid during a local 
emergency, time limitations and term-limited grants will be extended the length of the 
emergency plus an additional 12 months. Certain specified uses that involve potentially intense 
environmental impacts such as petroleum extraction are ineligible for the time extensions. 
Furthermore, businesses that are in the process of revocation proceedings are ineligible for 
these temporary relief measures unless and until the revocation proceedings are concluded and 
only if the proceeding(s) do not result in any corrective conditions or revocation. The procedures 
to obtain the relief from time limits include a requirement that an application be submitted to City 
Planning, as well as notification provided to the local Council Office, Los Angeles Police 
Department, and the Department of Building and Safety.

Category 3 - items recommended to maintain current protocol and standards

b. Consider the continuation of providing building permit clearance when the entitlement case 
(generally Conditional Use Beverage [CUB]) has no bearing or impact on physical construction.

When a planning entitlement that includes a CUB is required for a proposed project, there will 
be conditions of approval, as outlined in the Letter of Determination (LOD), that must be 
observed before the use can be officially established. As such, the issuance of the LOD is not 
the final step in the process for an applicant to begin operation. Instead, once the LOD is 
issued, the applicant must demonstrate compliance with each condition of approval, including 
those conditions enforced by other City agencies. Applicants seeking clearance from City 
Planning to move on to building permit issuance with LADBS must first coordinate with City 
Planning to learn what proof of compliance would satisfy each condition of approval. While 
conditions of approval on an entitlement may be enforced by other City agencies, City Planning 
is tasked as the clearinghouse for all conditions and does not provide clearances until an 
applicant demonstrates compliance with each condition supported by sufficient evidence. This 
current protocol helps ensure that the Zoning Administrator’s conditions of approval for the 
planning entitlement - which are imposed in order to reduce impacts on surrounding properties - 
are achieved. However, in certain very limited circumstances, building permit clearance may be 
provided when the entitlement, such as a CUB, has no bearing or impact on the physical 
construction of the business. Such clearances are reviewed on a case-by-case basis and take 
into account several factors, such as whether the CUB in question is part of a multiple 
entitlement or a stand-alone request.

A multiple entitlement request that includes a CUB cannot be considered for building permit sign 
off until all conditions of approval are cleared. This is because these types of requests typically 
include some form of relief or deviation from development standards, which make it necessary 
for the multiple entitlements to be effectuated comprehensively as a joint package. For example, 
a multiple entitlement request involving a zone variance to provide zero onsite parking spaces in 
conjunction with a CUB cannot be considered for building permit clearance before all the 
conditions of approval are cleared because the proposed project is contingent upon the 
variance for parking. This means an applicant cannot separate out their conditions of approval 
related to the physical build-out of the business space versus those conditions tied to alcohol 
operations because the restaurant use is dependent on granted relief from parking 
requirements. Therefore, multiple entitlement requests are not considered for building permit 
clearance prior to all conditions of approval being satisfied because of the varying and 
interdependent conditions associated with their approval.
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In contrast, a stand-alone CUB application is a limited request by a new or existing business to 
provide alcohol service. These types of cases have more latitude to maneuver through unusual 
circumstances prior to condition clearance because they are not dependent on deviations from 
the development standards and there are no additional entitlements needed for the restaurant 
use to be allowed. For example, a new restaurant in an existing space seeking building permit 
clearance for tenant improvements may be considered for clearance if the CUB requested is for 
alcohol service and the restaurant as proposed does not require relief from any development 
standards. In such cases, as the tenant improvements are related to the restaurant use and the 
restaurant use is allowed independently of the CUB request to provide alcohol service, providing 
building permit clearance for the tenant improvements does not impact the CUB. Ultimately, the 
overall principal City Planning adheres to when reviewing these case-by-case situations is to 
limit any potential for the alcohol service grant to be undermined by premature clearance.

Undermining the grant would mean that an operator is selling alcohol without obtaining the 
proper clearances from City Planning, including not recording the covenant and agreement 
and/or not paying the Monitoring, Verification, and Inspection Program (MVIP)fees, as required. 
City Planning has established the MVIP in order to reduce the potential for such situations. The 
MVIP unit monitors compliance with the conditions of approval for stand-alone alcohol and 
entertainment entitlements in partnership with LADBS, which conducts two proactive 
inspections, and with ABC, which handles the release of an applicant's alcohol license. As such, 
City Planning recommends maintaining the existing protocols for clearing building permits for 
CUBs, as requested by the EWDD Working Group. The general policy will continue to be that 
building permit clearance will be provided when the applicant has demonstrated compliance 
with all of the required conditions of approval. However, under limited circumstances, a stand
alone CUB request may be considered by City Planning for building permit clearance when the 
entitlement case has no bearing or impact on the building permit in question.

c. Consider a revision to the Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC) Section 12.03 of the Zoning 
Code to eliminate the limitation on outside dining area floor area and location.

The definition of Outdoor Eating Areas in Section 12.03 of the Zoning Code currently states that 
Outdoor Eating Areas are limited to “...a covered or uncovered portion of a ground floor 
restaurant which is not completely enclosed within the building; is used primarily for the 
consumption of food and/or drinks by the patrons of the restaurant; and is not larger than 50 
percent of the dining area of the ground floor restaurant”. It is important to note that outdoor 
eating areas, as currently defined, do not figure into the calculation for the total floor area within 
a building and therefore do not require additional parking.

The COVID-19 pandemic highlighted the need for businesses to be able to adapt their 
operations when indoor operations are deemed unsafe. In particular, areas where patrons can 
eat outdoors have served as a critical lifeline for the food and beverage industry and were 
facilitated by the L.A. Al Fresco Pilot Program and Local Emergency Ordinance. While the 
success of these temporarily expanded outdoor dining spaces indicates that the current 
limitations on size and location may create difficulties for businesses trying to adapt, further 
study is needed before advancing a permanent elimination of such limitations. Revising this 
definition will require outreach and consideration from multiple agencies, including City Planning 
and LADBS, to weigh the potential alternatives and resulting effects of revising this definition 
throughout the Code. The process to change the definition would require initiation by City 
Council or the Director of Planning and include an amendment to the Zoning Code, with a 
requisite environmental review, review by the City Planning Commission, and adoption by the
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City Council. City Planning recommends maintaining the current definition of Outdoor Eating 
Areas until such a time when policy direction and ample study can be dedicated to the matter. In 
fact, in March of 2022, the City Council instructed City Planning, in coordination with the 
LADBS, Los Angeles Fire Department, and City Attorney, to prepare and present a citywide 
ordinance creating a permanent Al Fresco program and generally streamlining outdoor dining 
provisions throughout the Zoning Code (CF 20-1074).

In the meantime, the Local Emergency Ordinance may continue to provide a path to enable 
outdoor dining with more flexibility as it relates to the location and parking for outdoor dining on 
private property. Lastly, it is worth noting that there are two State bills related to outdoor dining, 
AB 61 and SB 314, that were recently signed by the Governor into law. AB 61 allows for more 
flexible regulations on how food can be prepared and served outdoors and how restaurants can 
use their outdoor spaces to increase dining capacity, while SB 314 extends existing ABC orders 
that allow alcohol to be served in outdoor dining spaces. Both bills are effective through July 1, 
2024.

d. Consider thresholds to allow minor redesigns and deviations for valid CUB and CUX 
entitlements without requiring a discretionary Plan Approval process, including minor deviations 
related to ‘mode and character’ that would generally be less impactful than the existing 
operation.

Under the current Zoning Code, a discretionary Plan Approval is required for any change in the 
mode or character of operation of the approved Conditional Use Beverage (CUB) or Conditional 
Use Entertainment (CUX) establishment. Examples of such changes can include a change of 
ABC license type, the addition of dancing/entertainment, or any expansion up to 20 percent of 
floor area, seating or occupancy. Typically, restaurants and alcohol-serving establishments look 
to expand their seat count, floor area, hours of operation, provide for dancing and 
entertainment, or seek to provide new outdoor dining areas through the Plan Approval process. 
A change in mode or character may also involve a different way of selling, delivering or serving 
alcoholic beverages, such as adding sales for off-site consumption to an establishment that has 
only sold beverages for on-site consumption. Such a change does not have a binary metric by 
which it can be deemed “minor” or “major” yet constitutes a change in activity that could have 
potential impacts on the surrounding community. In such instances, the proposed change may 
be considered an intensification of use and therefore, on a case-by-case basis, City Planning 
staff will study the existing CUB or CUX and the supporting findings and context of the original 
entitlement in order to determine whether a Plan Approval is sufficient, or a new CUB or CUX 
altogether is required.

As proposed, this suggestion to allow changes to mode and character without a discretionary 
Plan Approval process would represent a major policy and operational change for City Planning 

it would be removing a critical level of discretionary review for CUB and CUX entitlements. 
Allowing minor deviations through an administrative review process instead of the discretionary 
Plan Approval process has many potential implications to consider. For example, while a CUB 
and a CUX are both a type of Conditional Use Permit, they are used to allow different uses with 
varying levels of intensity and potential negative impacts. A CUB is required for an alcohol
serving use, whereas a CUX is required for a live entertainment use, which can include adult 
entertainment. Consequently, the thresholds for administrative review of minor deviations would 
have to be calibrated differently for each use. For example, a proposal to expand operations 
outdoors for a restaurant with a CUB would consider potential impacts that are distinctly 
different from a proposal to expand operations for a bar that provides live music and dancing

as
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with a CUX. Restaurants that serve alcoholic beverages, bars, and adult entertainment uses all 
differ in nature and the criteria by which they could deviate from their entitlement needs to be 
studied further. Any effort to create standard thresholds for administrative review of deviations, 
however minor they may seem, would need to consider the sensitive nature of each use 
individually. Therefore, City Planning recommends maintaining the current practice in regard to 
CUB and CUX Plan Approvals.

/. Consider the effectiveness and constraints of formally repealing LAMC Section 12.22 A.23 (b) 
(5) requiring owners of commercial properties next to residentially zoned properties to record 
covenants limiting commercial operations and consider alternative compliance measures.

Section 12.22 A.23(b)(5) currently requires owners of properties that meet the definition of a 
Mini-Shopping Center or Commercial Corner development to record a covenant and agreement 
acknowledging that the owner will comply with the required conditions of operation for the 
commercial use. This covenant requirement was created to lessen the impact on neighboring 
properties and to streamline the process for business owners proposing a change of use or 
addition to floor area. If the property owner of a Mini-Shopping Center or Commercial Corner 
Development records a covenant agreeing to the four conditions required in Section 
12.22.A.23(b)(5), they will be able to bypass a CUP filing and subsequent public hearing, in 
exchange for committing to lessening the operating impacts on nearby properties. These four 
operating conditions are:

• maintenance;

• debris removal;

• hours of operations between 7:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.; and

• landscape maintenance.

The covenant is a mechanism that helps provide relief for business owners that agree to these 
four conditions, while enabling City Planning to minimize impacts on nearby properties. In this 
way, the covenant requirement streamlines the process for an operator who is proposing a 
change of use or addition to floor area and makes the operating conditions binding and 
enforceable by City Planning and LADBS.

Repealing Section 12.22.A.23(b)(5) of the LAMC would represent a major policy change for City 
Planning that would require a stand-alone targeted Zoning Code amendment, which would 
involve extensive community outreach efforts, as well as consultation and coordination with the 
various agencies involved. In addition, as the covenant requirement was originally established 

a streamlined alternative to a CUP, removing the covenant requirement would potentially 
create a need for another discretionary review process or a reversion to the original CUP 
requirement. At this time, City Planning recommends maintaining the existing Zoning Code 
requirements and standards for owners of commercial properties next to residentially zoned 
properties.

as
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Conclusion

In considering these recommendations generated from the Food and Beverage Working Group 
of the Economic and Workforce Development Department, City Planning appreciates the 
opportunity to review current regulations to ensure their relevance and impact on businesses’ 
ability to effectively serve the local community. The COVID-19 pandemic created an arena for 
exploring temporary changes to conditions of approval and Zoning regulations during 
unprecedented circumstances and moved to the forefront the need to enable businesses to 
operate with minimum requirements where possible while also balancing public safety and 
welfare on an ongoing basis.

To that end, ongoing implementation of the Local Emergency Ordinance provides an 
opportunity to examine the potential effects of relaxing specified land use provisions and can 
serve as a case study to inform the feasibility of permanent changes. Other efforts to streamline 
City processes for food and beverage operators include the recently adopted Restaurant 
Beverage Program (CF 17-0981), which has created an administrative process for qualifying sit- 
down restaurants in designated geographies to serve alcoholic beverages without first obtaining 
a Conditional Use Permit. In addition, a permanent Al Fresco program (CF 20-1074) is currently 
under development, which would further support restaurants looking to provide expanded 
outdoor dining. These efforts address some of the issues that were raised during the Food and 
Beverage Working Group. All of these programs can build upon the City’s efforts to provide 
relief to small businesses facing economic hardship and recovery from the COVID-19 
emergency and Safer L.A. restrictions.

Last, it remains to be seen what new regulations will be promulgated by the State relative to the 
issues raised by the Food and Beverage Working Group. If or when additional changes are 
adopted, the City can in turn adapt its local rules and regulations to reflect the direction set forth 
by the State.

For questions about this report, please contact Hagu Solomon-Cary, Senior City Planner, at 
(213) 978-1361 orhagu.solomon-cary@lacity.org.

Sincerely,

C
VINCENT P. BERTONI, AICP 
Director of Planning

VPB:AV:NPM:HSC:BK:jr
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